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Abstract This study is basically on creation of a database using Oracle 11g for tertiary institution’s office management. The essence of a good and efficient database is to design a structure that houses organizational data that can be easily accessed anytime and anywhere. Oracle 11g was used to create, maintain and access the database to overcome the deficiencies encountered in the traditional ways of keeping information. It provides high level of performance, high level of data and database security, availability, and manageability. It works with SQL [Structural Query Language] which is a standardized language for relational database used to retrieve, store, and manipulate the database and its contents. A sample of how the database was configured for a department in an institution – showing how the relations were created using SQL and the results obtained with screen shot is shown. Also, how data is inserted into the database table using SQL is displayed as well as how the database was tested.
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1.0



Introduction



Since the introduction of file management system and the flat file system till the late 70th with the advent of the relational database, individuals and organization have gone through lot of challenges as regards how to keep and retrieve with ease the information and data stored in the database. It is also a fact known that file management system possess a lot of challenges which in turn is overcome by the relational database management system. Since the need for information is on the increase, the essence of database system has become inevitable. It was as a result of this that relational database emerged to solve these short comings of the file base system and other systems used in storing and retrieving information. Oracle database 11g comes in handy to solve and enhance data storage and retrieval offering superb performance, high level of security, availability and manageability of these valued resources. Dr. Eze Udoka F,IJRIT
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A database model is the theoretical foundation of a database and fundamentally determines in which manner data can be stored, organized, and manipulated in a database system. Database models include: Hierarchical model, Network model, Relational model, Entity-relationship, Object-relational model, Multivalue model, Document model, and Flat File Model. A Data Model defines a set of operations that can be performed on the data. In a hierarchical model, data is organized into a tree-like structure, implying a single upward link in each record to describe the nesting, and a sort field to keep the records in a particular order in each same-level list. The network model organizes data using two fundamental concepts, called records and sets as defined by the CODASYL specification. Codd (1970) introduced the relational model as a way to make Database Management Systems more independent of any particular application. Three key terms are used extensively in relational database models: relations, attributes, and domains. A relation is a table with columns and rows. The named columns of the relation are called attributes, and the domain is the set of values the attributes are allowed to take. The basic data structure of the relational model is the table, where information about a particular entity (say, an employee) is represented in rows (also called tuples) and columns. Thus, the "relation" in "relational database" refers to the various tables in the database; a relation is a set of tuples and attributes (columns). The columns enumerate the various attributes of the entity (the employee's name, address or phone number, for example), and a row is an actual instance of the entity (a specific employee) that is represented by the relation. Entity – Relationship model (ER model for short) is an abstract way to describe a database. It usually starts with a relational database, which stores data in tables. Some of the data in these tables point to data in other tables - for instance, your entry in the database could point to several entries for each of the phone numbers that are yours. The father of ER modeling said in his seminal paper: "The entity-relationship model adopts the more natural view that the real world consists of entities and relationships. It incorporates some of the important semantic information about the real world" (Agrawal,r.,et al, 2008). Relational databases use SQL, which is an easy and human-readable language. SQL instructions are in the form of plain instructions, which can be put to the database for implementation. Moreover relational databases establish defined relationships between the tables, thus giving their users a complete picture of the data stored. Relational databases have an excellent security. A relational database supports access permissions, which allow the database administrator to implement need-based permissions to the access of the data in database tables. Relational databases are scalable and provide support for the implementation of distributed systems. Owing to their advantages and application in the operations of data storage and retrieval, relational databases have revolutionized database management systems (Elmasari and Navathe, 1994)



2.0



Statement of the Problem 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



3.0 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Inefficient ways of storing, retrieval of data and information in institutions Lack of digital storage unit. Inefficient ways of securing sensitive information. Poor documentation of information. Lack of flexibility in processing information.



Objectives of the Study



To developed a secure and dynamic Database for data and information storage. To eliminate paper and file storage system. To provide facility for efficient processing of data and information. To provide a database system that guarantees information security, enhance performance and ease data retrieval. To introduce a paperless office in the department.
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4.0



Relevance of the Study



Implementation of this design in an institution will provide data recovering in times of data loss, help in maintenance and problems diagnostic functionality, provide automatic backup, secure storage facilities, provide data integrity and security as well as adhoc query, maintain data consistency and management of large amount of data. This system safeguard data and information in the system, reduces workload in the present system, keep accurate record and reduce time wasted in data processing.



5.0



Methodology and System Analysis



A system is seen as a combination of inter-related elements that works together to execute a specific task. Systems do not exist alone. It is made up of different parts known as subsystem. System Methodology is the process of studying the existing system and to identify the basic information requirement. It is referred to a specific series of steps or procedure which governs the analysis and design of a particular project. The methodology used is Prototyping, and it has the following steps: 1. IDENTIFY THE USER’S BASIC REQUIREMENT: this is the first step in prototyping where the system designer seeks to know what the user requires for the system. The system designer (usually an information system specialist) works with the user only long enough to capture the user’s basic information needs 2. DEVELOP AN INITIAL PROTOTYPE: the system designer creates a working prototype quickly which addresses the basic requirement of the user. 3. USE THE PROTOTYPE: After the prototype has been initially developed by the developer, the user is encouraged to do some work with the developed system to determine how well the prototype meets his or her needs and make suggestions as to how the system can be later improved on. 4 REVISE AND ENHANCE THE PROTOTYPE: The system builder notes all changes that the user request and refines the system. After the prototype has been revised, the cycle returns to step three. Step three and four are repeated until the user is satisfied, the prototype is approved, and the approved prototypes then becomes an operational prototype that furnishes the specifications for the application, and serve the user with the desired information it requires.



5.1



Analysis of the Present System



The current system of storage and retrieval of staff, student and record in most institution is the manual or paperbased system. In this system, 95% of the documents handled are hand written and paper-based. The distribution of information and communication in general is not fully automated. This section gives a detailed analysis of the present system, the organization and its environment, the mode of operations, information and product flow, weaknesses of the present paper-based record system, high level model of the proposed solution and expectations of the new system.



5.2



Problems and Weaknesses of the Existing System



The manual ways of storing, retrieving information is simple, but the system is not very effective to care for the information need of student, staff, and other individual who need information concerning academic and nonacademic activities. The reason being that: 1. Accessibility to information is limited: one of the major problems that face the old ways of storing and retrieving information is that most of the document needed might be lost or damage 2. Delay in Request processing or delays in information: most time information requested by students or others takes longer time than require due to mismanagement of these information by the personnel and their inability to process the request, or due to lack of information at that particular time. Dr. Eze Udoka F,IJRIT
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3.



Information storage and retrieval is not easily achieved.



4.



Archiving/Documentation of information are difficult.



5.



Security of personal and sensitive information is not guarantee.



STUDENT RECORD



EXTERNAL SOURCE DATA STORE



STAFF RECORD



INFORMATION PROCESSING



Figure 1: Data flow diagram of the old system 5.3



Overview of New System



This system and implementation of relational database using oracle 11g is a study that will focus on the design of a round the clock database that can be accessed at any point in time, that will assist students and staffs and others get information, store and retrieved. This system will be designed using oracle 11g software, virtual machine and Linux operating system being the major tools used in achieving this project. Some threats related to the hardware of the system are as follows: Equipment failure, Deliberate equipment damage (e.g. arson, bombs), Accidental / unforeseen equipment damage (e.g. fire, flood), Power failure, Equipment theft. Threats can exist over the communication networks that an organization uses. Techniques such as wire-tapping, cable disruption (cutting / disconnecting), and electronic interference can all be used to disrupt services or reveal private information. Some countermeasures that can be employed are outlined below: Access Controls (can be Discretionary or Mandatory) Authorisation (granting legitimate access rights) Authentication (determining whether a user is who they claim to be) Backup- Journaling (maintaining a log file - enables easy recovery of changes) Encryption (encoding data using an encryption algorithm) RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks - protects against data loss due to disk failure) Polyinstantiation (data objects that appear to have different values to users with different access rights / clearance) Views (virtual relations which can limit the data viewable by certain users.( Silberschatz et.al.,1996)
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Figure 2: High level model of the new system 5.4



Program specification flowchart



Program specification flowchart can be defined as a diagrammatic representation that illustrates the sequence of operations to be performed to get the solution of a problem. The flowchart is a means of visually presenting the flow of data through an information processing, the operations performed within the system and the sequence in which they are performed. A Program flowchart plays a vital role in programming of a problem and quite helpful in understanding the logic complicated and lengthy problems. Once the flowchart is drawn, it becomes easy to write the program in any high level language. The advantages of using a program specification flowchart are: 1. Proper Documentation: Program flowcharts serve as a good program documentation, which is needed for various purposes. 2. Effective Analysis: With the help of flowchart, problem can be analyzed in more effective way.
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3. Efficient Program Maintenance: The maintenance of operating program becomes easy with the help of flowchart. It helps the programmer to put efforts more efficiently on that part. 4. Efficient Coding: The flowcharts act as a guide or blueprint during the system analysis and program phase. 5. Proper Debugging: The flowchart helps in debugging process. Below is the program flowchart of the system.
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Figure 3: System Flowchart of the new system



6.0



Actual Database Creation



In a relational database such as oracle database, data are stored in tables. These tables are called data structures. They are logical structures that are used to store data logically. They have to be created using the SQL statement (DDL). DDL are subset of the SQL statement. They are used to create, modify or remove oracle database data structures. These statements have immediate effect on the database and they also record information in the data Dr. Eze Udoka F,IJRIT
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dictionary. To create a table, the database administrator must create a user and grant such user/users the create table privileges and a storage area in which to create the object. The database administrator (DBA) uses data control language (DCL) statements to grant these privileges.



6.1



To create a user, you have to use DDL statement as shown below:



Create user Udoka INFOTECH BY PASSWORD. ****** The above line of code creates a user called ‘Udoka’ and she is identified by a password. These are her login credentials through which she can use to enter the database. Next is to grant the necessary privileges by simply saying Grant, creates, insert, update, select, and create session to INFOTECH. After successful creation of user, he/ she can now login to the database and create table which is used to hold data. For instance, the following code is used to create a database table. CREATE TABLE 
. The oracle server uses constraints to prevent invalid data entry into table. The following constraint type is use by oracle database to prevent this. Table 1: Oracle Database constraints and description CONSTRAINTS NOT NULL UNIQUE PRIMARY KEY FOREIGN KEY



CHECK



6.2



DESCRIPTION This constraint specifies that the column cannot be left empty. These specify that a column or combination values must be unique for all rows of the table. This unique identifier of each row of the table. Establishes and enforces a referential integrity between the column and a column of the reference table such that values in one table match values in another table. This specifies the condition that must be true.



Sample Table Creation



CREATE TABLE student (FIRST_NAME varchar2 (10) PRIMARY KEY), LAST_NAME varchar2 (20) NOT NULL, REGNO number (15) PRIMARY KEY, DEPT_NAME varchar2 (20)); To confirm that the table has been created, you have to use this command DESC or SELECT to view the columns created. The DESC statement shows the table as shown below while the SELECT shows the columns of the table. DESC TO SHOW THE STRUCTURE OF THE TABLE DESC STUDENT;
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Figure 4: Structure of a created table 6.3



Sample Insert Data into the Database



Since the table must be populated at one time or the other, in oracle database, an INSERT statement is used to insert new rows into the table in a database. The syntax for this is shown below; Insert into Table (COLUMN1, COLUMN2 ………………….) VALUES (VALUES 1, VALUES2………..); In the syntax above, table specify the name of a table you wish to add row rows/rows, the COLUMN1&2 specify the columns in the table in the insert clause. ‘VALUES’ is a key word used with insert statement to specify the values for the columns. Because one can insert a new row that contains values for each column, the column list is not required in the INSERT clause. However, if you do not use the columns list, the values must be listed according to the default order of the columns in the table and a value must be provided for each columns or a NULL can be specified. For clarity, the researchers used the columns list in the INSERT clause. Also each character and date data type must be enclosed with a single quote marks. Numeric values are not to be enclosed in any quote. The above statement add only one row at a time to a table, but in a situation where many rows need to be inserted into the table, and to avoid rewriting the query over and over again, a script is used as shown below:



6.4



INSERT INTO student



(MATRIC_NO, FIRSTNAME, LASTNAME, PHONE_NO) VALUES (‘&MATRIC_NO’, ‘&FIRSTNAME’, ‘LASTNAME’, ‘&PHONE_NO); You can save the command and run the script whenever you want to add new rows, and you will be prompted for input for each of the ampersand (&) substitution variables. After a value for the substitution variable, click the ok button. The values that you input are then substitute into the statement. This enable you to run the same script file over and over, but supply a different set of values each time you run it.
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In an examination settings where students are to be arrange base on certain criteria. For instance, to arrange student having same registration that ends with two as their last digit number, this can be done with the SQL statement such as this shown below: SELECT * FROM STUDENTS WHERE MATRIC_NO LIKE ‘%0’; The above statement selects the details of students whose matriculation number ends with zero.
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Figure 5: Overall Dataflow diagram of the proposed system



7.0



Data Dictionary



This is a set of metadata that contains definitions and representations of data elements, variables and names used in a program.
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Table 2: Data Dictionary FIELD



TYPE



SIZE



DESCIPTION



Dept_name



Varchar2



25



Department name column



Dept_id



Number



15



Department column



Faculty_name



Varchr2



25



Fcaulty name



Surname



Varchar2



25



Staff surname



Firstname



Varchar2



25



Staff first name



Middle



Varchar2



10



Staff initials



gender



Varchar2



6



Sex of the person



Position Qualification



Varchar2 Varchar2



15 25



Staff status Staff qualification



Name



Varchar2



15



Student name



Surname



Varchar2



15



Student surname



Matric_Num COURSES



Number



15



Student registration number



C_name



Varchar2



15



Name of the course



C_unit



Number



6



Course unit



C_title



Varchar2



25



Course title



C_handler



Varchar2



25



Course handler



DEPARTMENTS



STAFF



STUDENTS



8.0



Hardware and Software Requirement



8.1



Hardware Requirement



This is for the implementation of the database system. For effective and efficient functioning of the system, the following hardware and operating system specifications are recommended. 1. A hard disk minimum size of 50GB 2. A minimum of duo core processor. It is however recommended that 2GHZ and above and Linux/ MAC grade be used. 3. The minimum RAM requirement is 3MB but 4GB and above is recommended for flawless execution 4. Several terminals for connection of the work station Dr. Eze Udoka F,IJRIT
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8.2



Software Requirement



The software that would be employed for optimal performance of the system include: Operating System (Linux or Mac), Database Management System (Oracle11g RDBMS), Querying tool (SQL*plus/SQL developer) and Oracle server



9.0



Summary and Recommendations



9.1



Summary



The design of this system was carried out after a critical review of the existing system of managing information (the file base system) and the process involved in the storage, security, accuracy and management of information with the aim of modifying the process and re-engineering the process involved in information management. The design system will help eliminate the shortcomings of the file system. It should be noted that this system is liable for further modification to suit needs as required.



9.2



Recommendations



Since the essence of good database is inevitable to today’s technological driven world, it is therefore important to have a good database system so as to have good archive of information which can be used as a feedback to properly harness the benefit of Information Technology. Any organization that strive to survive and have competitive advantage must have a good database that guarantees excellent performance, availability, high level of data and database security and efficiency. Therefore to actualize this objective, the following have been recommended; 1 2 3 4



Individuals and organization should be train or train its work force on the latest development in the IT trend. The culture of information storage, management, and the essence of database should be a practice by all IT driven individuals and organizations. We should avoid cutting cost at the expense of quality as this can mar the development of any firm. The use of other operating system such as LINUX, MAC, and UNIX should be encouraged in our institution.
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